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1. I am a Partner at Shepstone and Wylie Attorneys, practising at 24 Richefond Circle, 

Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks. 

2. I act on behalf of the Rights Holders, Mineral Sands Resources (Pty) Ltd and 

Tormin Mineral Sands (Pty) Ltd ("the Rights Holders"). 

3. The facts contained within this affidavit are, to the best of my belief, true and 

correct, and fall within my personal knowledge save where otherwise indicated. In 

preparing this affidavit, I have been assisted by Adam Bick, Fletcher Hancock and 

Martin Knauth, who are employed by the parent company of the Rights Holders. 

4. The Rights Holders oppose the Appeal in terms of section 96( 1 ), and raise a 

preliminary point which, if upheld, will be dispositive of the appeal. The preliminary 

point, which I deal with first, is that the Appeal itself is procedurally defective, null 

and void for want of compliance with the prescriptive requirements of the 

Regulations1 under the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 28 of 

2002 ("MPRDA"). 

5. Thereafter I deal with the three grounds of appeal raised by CER, and demonstrate 

that none of the appeal grounds raised has any merit. 

PRELIMINARY POINT: DEFECTIVE APPEAL IN TERMS OF SECTION 96(1} OF 

THE MPRDA 

6. The CER has purported to lodge an appeal in terms of section 96(1) of the MPRDA 

against the decision. 

1 GN527, GG26275 of 24 April 2004 as amended. 
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7. Section 96(1) must be read together with regulation 74 of MPRDA Regulations 

("Regulations'')2 , which regulates "Appeals against Administrative decisions" in 

terms of section 96 of the MPRDA. 

8. The Regulations were amended in March 2020.3 Regulation 74 was one of the 

regulations amended with effect from 27 March 2020. 

9. CER's appeal in terms of section 96(1) of the MPRDA does not comply with 

regulation 74 in a number of respects, including: 

9.1. A failure to comply with regulation 74(1) inasmuch as CER has failed to: 

9.1.1. lodge at the Regional Office a written notice of appeal to the Director

General or to the Minister, as the case may be; 

9.1.2. serve in terms of section 97 of the Act a copy of the notice of appeal on 

any other person whose rights may, in the opinion of the appellant, be 

affected by the outcome of the appeal and who must be listed in the 

notice of appeal, and in writing inform such person of such person's 

rights in terms of subregulation (9); and 

9.1.3. notify the Director-General or the Minister, as the case may be in writing 

that a notice of appeal has been lodged at the Regional Office, and 

submit a copy of such notice to the Director-General or to the Minister, 

as the case may be. 

2 GN527, GG26275 of 24 April 2004 as amended. 
3 GN420, GG43172 of 27 March 2020. 

f 
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9.2. A failure to comply with regulation 74(5), which requires that the notice of 

appeal must be accompanied by an affidavit which must: 

9.2.1. clearly state the decisions appealed against; 

9.2.2. clearly set out the grounds on which the appeal is based; 

9.2.3. list the affected persons contemplated in subregulation (1) (b); and 

9.2.4. be accompanied by supporting documentation referred to in the 

affidavit. 

10. The requirements of regulation 74 are peremptory. There are sound reasons why 

the latest regulations deem it necessary for appeals to be submitted under oath. 

It escalates the seriousness of the process and presumably aims to prevent 

frivolous or vexatious appeals being submitted. 

11. Additionally, there are good reasons why regulation 74 requires affected persons 

to be identified in the appeal, and requires proper service of the appeal on those 

persons. This is to ensure that there is compliance with the requirements of 

procedural fairness and audi a/teram partem. 

12. CER's "appeal" is not on affidavit; it does not list the persons affected by the 

decision; proper notice of the appeal was not given to the Regional Manager; and 

affected parties were not served with the application. 
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13. There has to date also been no compliance by the Regional Manager with 

regulation 74(8)4, and no notice has been given to all identified affected persons, 

possibly because of CER's failure to comply with the material requirements of 

regulation 7 4. Whatever the reason, this is to the prejudice of the Rights Holders 

and other potential interested parties. CER has failed to comply with the most 

basic requirements of lodging an appeal, and with the peremptory steps set out in 

the regulations. 

14. The fact that CER's Appeal does not comply with Regulation 74(5) is a material 

deficiency which renders the Appeal defective and invalid . 

15. On 16 October 2020, and in response to the Rights Holders' affidavit in the section 

96(2) suspension application wherein this issue was pertinently raised, CER 

addressed correspondence to the Minister, a copy of which is annexed marked 

"RA 1 ". CER submitted in this correspondence that there was "sufficient 

substantial compliance with the amended Regulation 74 ... such that there is a 

valid appeal before you". Notably, the CER still did not make this submission 

under oath, and its request by way of letter for condonation falls to be rejected for 

the same reasons that its appeal falls to be rejected. 

16. In addition, there is no case made out for condonation on the merits. It is plain 

from its letter of 16 October 2020 that CER admits that it has failed to comply with 

the Regulations, but claims that this non-compliance is not important. This 

notwithstanding that the thrust of CER's appeal is based on an (incorrect) 

assertion that the Rights Holders had failed to comply with the requirements of the 

MPRDA in the section 102 application. In this regard, CER applies double 

standards. 

4 Regulation 7 4(8) provides: "Upon receipt of the notice of appeal referred to in subregulation (1 ) but 
no later than 10 days thereafter, the Regional Manager must send copies of all records pertaining to 
the decision or decisions which are the subject of the appeal to the appellant, to all identified affected 
persons, and to the Director-General or to the Minister, as the case may be." 
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17. The Rights Holders replied to CER's letter requesting condonation on 20 October 

2020, a copy of which is annexed marked "RA2". The Rights Holders recorded 

that the Regulations are peremptory in nature; and that they are prejudiced by 

CER's failure to comply therewith. The fact that there is no statement on oath as 

required by Regulation 74(5) means that there is no document in which the 

grounds of appeal are set out in a manner in which CER can be held accountable 

for statements which are misleading or harmful to the Rights Holders' interests. 

The decision CER is seeking will, if issued, have significant and material 

implications not just for the Rights Holders, but also for their employees and a 

number of downstream service providers whose livelihoods rely on the continued 

operations at the mine. If CER is serious about persisting in its appeal, it must take 

responsibility on oath for the allegations being made (which, for the avoidance of 

doubt, the Rights Holders' deny). To date it has not done so. 

18. In the premises, there is no valid Appeal, and the Appeal falls to be dismissed on 

this ground alone. 

19. In the event that the Appeal is not dismissed in its entirety on the basis that it is 

materially defective for want of compliance with Regulation 7 4, then I address 

below the merits of the Appeal. 

THE APPEAL - GENERALLY 

20. The majority of CER's appeal (from paragraph 1-65, pages 1-18) is devoted to its 

summation of the historical background to the application and to the Rights 

Holders' operations, and not to the appeal itself. I do not intend to traverse these 

paragraphs in any detail. 

21. The background to the application is set out in the Rights Holders' application for 

Ministerial Consent in terms of section 102 of the MRPDA. To the extent that 

paragraphs 1-65 of CER's appeal are inconsistent with that which is set out in the 

section 102 application, and to the extent that CER attempts to draw any negative 
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inferences about the Rights Holders' motives in applying for the section 102 

application, these allegations are baseless and are denied. 

22. In what follows, I demonstrate that the section 102 application was properly and 

lawfully made by the Rights Holders in compliance with the MRPDA. In addition, 

there is no basis to second-guess the Minister's decision to grant the application, 

and the grounds of appeal raised are unavailing. 

FIRST GROUND OF APPEAL: THE SECTION 102 MPRDA AMENDMENT 

APPLICATION WAS LAWFUL5 

23. CER submits that the section 102 application by the Rights Holders was 

"unlawfuf'. It alleges that the Rights Holders should rather have applied for a new 

mining right in terms of the MPRDA because "it is not the purpose or within the 

scope of section 102 of the MPRDA to enable a mining company to mine large 

new areas that were not part of its original mining right application, nor to expand 

significantly the mining area delineated in its mining rights."6 

24. There is no merit in this submission, which was raised by CER in its objection to 

the section 102 application of 1 June 2017, considered, and properly rejected by 

the Minister. 

25. Section 102(1) of the MPRDA provides: 

"a reconnaissance permission, prospecting right, mining right, mining 

permit, retention permit, technical corporation permit (sic), 

reconnaissance permit, exploration right, production right may not be 

amended or varied (including by extension of the area covered by 

it or by the additional (sic) of minerals or a shares or seams, 

5 Appeal, paras 66-74. 
s Appeal, para 69. 
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mineralised bodies or strata, which are not at the time the subject 

thereof) without the written consent of the Minister." 

26. Section 102 expressly permits the Minister to grant written consent to amend or 

vary an existing mining right including by "extension of the area covered by if' and 

the expansion of the right to include minerals "which are not at the time the subject 

thereof'. 

27. In granting the section 102 application, the Minister held (correctly it is submitted) 

that section 102 permits the Rights Holders to apply for a section 102 extension 

and that it is "within their constitutional rights to do so".7 

28. The Minister furthermore recorded that, when applying for the section 102 

extension, the Rights Holders were required to submit and meet with the 

requirements of a mining right in terms of the MPRDA, including by submitting an 

amended Mining Works Programme; Social and Labour Plan and to provide 

financial assurance that all aspects of the Plan will be implemented.8 This they 

duly did. 

29. Once a section 102 application is received, the Minister "has an obligation to 

review and decide on each application lodged'', and "each application is 

administered on its merits". 9 

30. The Rights Holders' section 102 application was duly considered on its merits by 

the Minister in accordance with the requirements of that section, and was granted. 

There was nothing unlawful about either the application itself or the granting 

thereof, both of which were compliant with the legislated requirements. 

7 Section 102 decision, para 3. 
8 Section 102 decision, para 3. 
9 Section 102 decision, para 4. 

I 
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31. Finally, on this score, the Minister recorded in the section 102 approval that the 

expansion in mining scope triggered the requirement for a new environmental 

authorisation under NEMA because - "a// mining environmental aspect(s) are 

solely administered in terms of the NEMA" following from the amendments to the 

legislation in 2014. 

32. As the Minister correctly found, there is thus no risk of any application in terms of 

section 102 slipping under the radar ( or being subject to so-called "salami-slicing"); 

and indeed the Rights Holders submitted (and were granted) environmental 

authorisation for the expansion of their activities. This authorisation is dealt with 

in greater detail below. 

33. The reference by CER to the un-promulgated MPRDA Amendment Act is 

unavailing.10 As CER itself notes, the proposed amendment to section 102(2) was 

never brought into operation ( despite the passage of over 10 years since its 

assent). 11 Moreover, the proposed amendment has been overtaken by further 

subsequent proposed amendments contemplated in Bill 15-2013, which has itself 

been referred back to Parliament.12 

34. In assessing the section 102 application, the Minister was required to apply the 

law as it stands13 - which is what the approval did. 

35. In conclusion, there is no merit in this ground of appeal. 

10 Appeal, para 70.2-70.4. 
11 Appeal, para 70.4. 
12 Appeal, para 70.6. 
13 See most recently Assetline South Africa (Pty) Ltd v Manhattan De/ux Properties (Pty) Ltd and 
Others (22939/20) (2020] ZAGPJHC 188 (18 August 2020) at para 50. 

I 
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SECOND GROUND OF APPEAL: THERE WAS FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE 

PROCESS 14 

36. CER's second ground of appeal is an alleged "lack of transparency' in the section 

102 process. This ground, too, is unavailing. 

37. The Rights Holders submitted a fully compliant and motivated application for 

Ministerial consent to amend their Mining Right in terms of section 102 of the 

MPRDA. The application set out: 

37.1. The proposed amendment; 

37.2. The technical reasons for the application; and 

37.3. The Rights Holders' compliance with the relevant criteria, including by 

amending the Mining Work Programme; the amendment of its 

Environmental Authorisation and Scoping Report; compliance with section 

2(d) of the MPRDA; and the amendment to the Social and Labour Plan. 

38. Copies of the relevant documents were annexed to the application; and it was 

submitted that: 

"The Minister should grant consent in terms of section 102 of the 

MPRDA based on the following reasons: 

(a) The Applicant will comply with the terms of the MWP; 

(b) The Applicant will comply with the terms and conditions of 

the EA; 

14 Appeal, paras 75-85. 
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(c) The Applicant will comply with the commitments of its Social 

and Labour Plan obligations as well as the amended Mining 

Charter; 

(d) The shareholders, especially the BEE partners will not be 

prejudiced'. 15 

39. Copies of this application were circulated to interested and affected parties, 

including CER, who made submissions on the application and whose submissions 

were taken into account by the Minister in taking the impugned decision. CER 

does not (and cannot) assert that it did not have an opportunity to participate in 

the section 102 application process. 

40. As the DMR recorded in its letter of 21 July 2017, in response to CER's 

submissions that a full public participation process was required, MSR was 

"required to submit or to meet with requirements of mining right in terms of MPRDA 

when doing section 102. For example amended Mining Work Programme, Social 

and Labour Plan with financial provision to cater all aspects of Social and Labour 

Plan will be provided." 

41. The Rights Holders complied with these requirements, and the application was 

duly approved. 

42. In its appeal, CER criticises the MPRDA for not requiring more of an applicant 

under section 102. CER submits that the MPRDA should require an entirely 

separate public participation process parallel to and in addition to the public 

participation process which is undergone in relation to the environmental 

authorisation.16 

15 Para 7.2 of the Application in terms of section 102. 
16 See for example Appeal, para 81. 
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43. CER has not, however, launched any application to challenge the constitutionality 

of section 102 of the MPRDA, which is to be accepted to be valid. Nor has CER 

demonstrated (or even asserted) a failure by the Rights Holders to comply with 

the requirements of section 102 as it exists on the statute books. 

44. In the premises, the argument that the process was not transparent falls to be 

rejected. 

THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL: THE ALLEGED "FAILURE TO ... TAKE INTO 

ACCOUNT THE ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY OF THE SITE" 

45. As its final ground of appeal, CER asserts that the Minister failed properly to apply 

the section 23(1 )(d) factors to the section 102 application "and to take into account 

the environmental sensitivity of the site" .17 

46. This argument fails for at least four reasons, which I address in turn: 

46.1. First, the issues raised by CER relate entirely to environmental objections 

to the amendment, which have no place in the assessment of the section 

102 application (which relates to the mining aspects of the necessary 

approvals); 

46.2. Secondly, the section 23(1 )(d) factors do not apply to an application under 

section 102; 

46.3. Thirdly, CER's submissions are made in the absence of any expert 

evidence to support it, and the expert evidence of SRK regarding the 

17 Heading Ill; Appeal, p. 26. 
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environmental impacts of the application and the ecological reports 

commissioned by the Rights Holders stand unchallenged; 

46.4. Fourthly, and in any event, the section 23(1 )(d) factors were taken into 

account when the approval was granted, and were properly found not to 

preclude the expansion sought. 

The section 23(1)(d) factors do not apply 

47. CER's objection to the granting of the section 102 application has nothing to do 

with whether or not the Rights Holders had complied with the requirements of 

section 102; it is entirely based on a belief that the mining will cause environmental 

damage as contemplated in NEMA. In this respect, CER's objections are raised 

in the wrong forum. 

48. CER appears to suggest that there is a two stage test to determining the 

environmental implications and acceptability of a mining application. The first (it 

asserts) is the environmental authorisation which must be issued, (albeit by the 

DMR), under NEMA. The second assessment, (also processed by the DMR), is to 

separately determine whether mining will result in unacceptable pollution, 

ecological degradation or damage to the environment. 

49. The CER's assertion that there are two separate environmental approval 

processes is incorrect. 

50. The MPRDA and NEMA work in tandem, but separately, insofar as the 

environmental impacts of mining activities must be assessed and authorised under 

NEMA before a mining right may be issued under the MPRDA. CER itself alludes 
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to this in its reference to the "One Environment System" in the section 96(1) 

appeal18. 

51. The purpose of the One Environment System is to ensure that environmental 

implications of mining activities are adequately assessed under the appropriate 

environmental legislation, being NEMA, with the ultimate administrative decision 

being taken by the Minister responsible for the environment and not the Minister 

responsible for mineral resources. 

52. In terms of section 24(2A) of NEMA, the Minister responsible for mineral resources 

is the competent authority for deciding applications for environmental 

authorisation where listed activities are directly related to prospecting or mining. 

Section 24(1) identifies activities which are then listed under NEMA and which 

require environmental authorisation prior to their commencement. These 

authorisations are separate from, and granted independently of, applications for 

mining rights or amendments thereto under the MPRDA. 

53. The Minister for the Environment is however responsible for any appeals against 

decisions to grant or refuse environmental authorisations made by the Minister 

responsible for mineral resources19. 

54. The environmental authorisation granted to the Rights Holders in this instance was 

a pre-requisite to the granting of the section 102 amendment, and was extant and 

in place before the section 102 application was made. 

55. Additionally, it is clear from a review of the grounds of the NEMA appeal submitted 

by the Applicant against the IEA, that they are almost identical to many of the 

issues raised in the section 96(1) appeal. These issues have been thoroughly 

considered by both the DMR (in its review of the environmental authorisation 

18 Appeal, para 73. 
19 Section 43(1A), NEMA. I 
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application) and the Minister for the Environment in the NEMA appeal. On both 

occasions both departments have separately and independently of each other 

concluded that there was no merit to CER's concerns. 

56. This notwithstanding, CER now presents the very same arguments once again to 

the very department which has already rejected them. CER presents no new 

information or evidence in this application which has not already been considered 

by the DMR. 

57. In these circumstances, it is inappropriate for the CER to rely solely on 

environmental grounds, which have already been considered (and rejected) in the 

CER's appeal against the environmental authorisation. The "One Environment 

System" was established precisely to separate the mining rights issues from the 

environmental issues so that the one did not cloud or prejudice the other, yet both 

are required before mining can commence. 

58. Moreover and in any event, the environmental authorisations are already the 

subject of litigation in the form of a High Court review under case number 

13446/2020 in the Western Cape High Court against the decision of the Minister 

for the Environment to dismiss CER's appeal against the authorisation. 

59. Despite this, it is clear that CER intends to utilise this appeal process as a 

backdoor platform to make a further attempt at challenging the IEA decision (under 

the guise of a section 96(1) appeal) notwithstanding that such challenge has 

already been rejected by the Minister for the environment on appeal under NEMA, 

and is the subject of High Court litigation. 

60. The Rights Holders submit that it is entirely inappropriate to ask the very 

department that granted the environmental authorisation in the first place, the 

DMR, to revisit its own decision. This is contrary not only to NEMA, in which 

appeals against environmental authorisations granted by the DMR must be 

I 
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addressed to the Minister responsible for the Environment, but it is contrary to the 

purpose of the One Environment System. 

61. Given the fact that the DMR is the competent authority for both the environmental 

and mining applications, it needs to be appreciated that by the very nature of an 

IEA, in deciding to grant the environmental authorisation, the DMR would have to 

have concluded that the mining will not result in unacceptable pollution, ecological 

degradation or damage. 

62. Support for this is found in the NEMA appeal decision in this instance, a copy of 

which is annexed marked "RA3". I refer in this regard to paragraphs 1.11.23 to 

1.11.26, 1.11.37 to 1.11.39, 1.11.49, 1.11.63 and 1.11.64, all of which confirm that 

the DMR applied its mind to the environmental impacts of the proposed expansion 

and determined that they were acceptable. 

63. In sum: CER's submissions raised under this third ground of appeal have been 

made to the DMR; considered by the DMR and rejected. In the absence of any 

additional grounds to justify the appeal - and there are none - the DMR is functus 

officio. 

64. On this basis alone, the Appeal falls to be rejected. 

The section 23(1)(d) factors had no application 

65. There is a further reason why the third Ground of Appeal falls to be rejected: The 

Rights Holders' application was not submitted in terms of section 22, but rather 

section 102 of the MPRDA, and the section 23(1 )(d) factors had no application. 

66. The factors in section 23 deal specifically with the "Granting and duration of [a] 

mining righf'. They apply only in respect of an application for a mining right in 
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section 22; and do not have relevance to an application for an amendment of an 

existing mining right under section 102. 

67. Had the legislature intended the section 23 factors to be applied in relation to a 

section 102 amendment application, it would have said so. 

68. Consequently, this entire ground of appeal - based on an alleged failure properly 

to apply the section 23(1 )(d) factors - falls to be dismissed. 

Lack of Independent Expert Evidence 

69. Notwithstanding that the appeal is motivated solely by what CER contends are 

important biodiversity issues, CER has failed to present a single independent 

expert report- either in its objection or in the Appeal -which contradicts the Rights 

Holders' own independent expert reports procured for the purposes of applying for 

the IEA, and accepted by the Minister. 

70. The CER does not present any independent specialist report to support any of its 

arguments or assertions, nor to measure the location of or impact on the affected 

areas in terms of the apparent "status" assigned to them. In contrast, the Rights 

Holders' application was supported by a fully motivated report - the SRK Report. 

71. CER then endeavours to critique the Rights Holders' expert reports which were 

procured during the IEA application process. But CER is not qualified to do so. 

72. CER describes itself as a non-profit organisation whose mission is to "advance the 

realisation of environmental rights, by providing support and legal representation 
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to civil society organisations and communities, and by engaging in legal research, 

advocacy and litigation to achieve strategic change".20 

73. Whilst CER therefore may have expertise in the field of law, and specifically 

environmental law, it does not have, nor does it purport to hold itself out as having, 

any expertise in the field of biodiversity and the management thereof. 

7 4. CER therefore offers no independent expert evidence to demonstrate that the 

findings of the Rights Holders' expert in regard to biodiversity and impacts which 

may occur to it as a result of mining, are incorrect or inaccurate. The arguments 

presented by CER are theoretical, policy-based and high level, and therefore add 

little value to contradicting the findings of the experts in the IEA process. As the 

Rights Holders' independent experts are the only ones to present evidence in this 

instance, their conclusions should be accepted. 

75. On this ground too, the Appeal falls to be dismissed as unsubstantiated. 

THE MERITS OF THE THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL 

76. Notwithstanding the aforegoing, and for the sake of completeness, I now turn to 

deal with the substantive allegations in this portion of the appeal. I demonstrate 

that, in fact, each of the requirements under section 23( 1 )( d) was considered ( and 

fulfilled) in the section 102 decision. In what follows, I briefly deal with each of the 

four bases for objection raised under the third ground of appeal, namely the 

arguments that the area of expansion: 

76.1. is a critically biodiversity area ("CSA"); 

20 Appeal, para 17. 
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76.2. falls within an "important ecological corridor": Namaqualand Strandveld; 

76.3. contains "globally recognised terrestrial biodiversity hotspots"; and 

76.4. is a "biodiversity priority area". 

77. As set out below, none of these arguments undermines the fact that the 

environmental aspects of the proposed amendment of the mining right were 

comprehensively considered, and the granting of the section 102 application 

cannot be faulted. 

Critical Biodiversity Area ("CBA '721 

78. The argument around the CBA is based entirely on CER's claim that the proposed 

mining area falls within CBAs and close to an aquatic ecological support area 

("ESA") as described in the Western Cape Biodiversity Spatial Plan Handbook, 

2017 ("WCBSP"). The claim is that "much of' the extension area falls within a Type 

1 CBA which according to the WCBSP means that it should be maintained in a 

natural or near natural state with no further loss of habitat. 

79. This issue was raised by CER in its objection to the granting of the environmental 

authorisation, and rejected by the Minister, both in the original decision and on 

appeal. CER now attempts to resurrect the argument. 

80. The WCBSP is described as "a spatial tool that forms part of a broader set of 

national biodiversity planning tools and initiatives that are provided for in national 

legislation and policy' .22 Its main purpose "is to ensure that the most recent and 

best quality spatial biodiversity information can be accessed and used to inform 

land use and development planning, environmental assessments and 

21 Para 89 and following of the Appeal. 
22 Page 2. 
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authorisations, natural resource management and other multi-sectorial planning 

processes". 23 

81. The portion referenced and relied upon by CER comes from Chapter 4 which is 

headed "Guidelines For Land Use Planning And Decision Making". The 

introduction to it records that: "The aim of these guidelines is the effective 

management of biodiversity as required in section 41(a) of the National 

Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act and in terms of the National 

Environmental Management Act. The guidelines are intended to facilitate well 

informed, proactive planning and biodiversity-sensitive management of a mosaic 

of land uses including protection, restoration, production, settlement and 

substance use, in ways that deliver ecological, economic and social benefits'124• 

82. The chapter accepts that it is therefore nothing more than a "guideline intended 

primarily to guide planning and decision making in terrestrial and freshwater CBAs 

and ESAs on land outside of protected areas"25. 

83. CER's objections regarding CBAs were responded to in the Issues and 

Responses Summary in the environmental authorisation process, a copy of which 

is annexed marked "RA4". The summary reads, in relevant part:26 

"CBAs are not formal conservation areas. Habitat loss within a 

CBA only constitutes irreplaceable loss where there are specific 

features or species present within the CBA that are not well 

represented elsewhere. In many cases, this is indeed the case and 

CBAs often represent remnant fragments of threatened vegetation 

types or contain important populations of species of conservation 

concern. However, where areas have not experienced a high degree 

23 Page 3. 
24 Page 67. 
25 Page 68. 
26 Issues and Responses Summary, p. 89. 
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of transformation and human impact, there may be several options (or 

selection of CBAs) that could be used to achieve a specified 

conservation target. Impacts on CBAs in such areas has a local 

impact only as the overall ability to meet conservation targets is 

not compromised and conservation targets can be achieved 

elsewhere (but perhaps less efficiently). 

In relation to the Tormin Mine extension project, the CBA has been 

designated to protect the coastal strip and associated ecological 

processes. Inland mining will adversely affect the function of the CBA, 

but given the intact nature of the surrounding landscape, the function 

of the CBA would certainly not be lost completely. Given that most 

fauna appear to still be using the site, the terrestrial ecology 

specialist does not deem that inland mining will have a regional 

impact on connectivity and ecological function in the area. As 

there are no species of very high concern or rare or specialised 

habitats present in the affected area, impacts are not considered 

to have regional significance. 

84. In the NEMA appeal decision (a copy of which is annexed marked "RAJ") the 

Minister stated that she was "satisfied with the key mitigation/optimisation 

measures to mitigate the impact on terrestrial ecology as well as the 

significant (sic) rating before and after mitigationloptimisation"27 . 

85. The Minister was also satisfied with the DMRs indication that "some search and 

rescue" of species will take place so that they are not permanently lost. She was 

satisfied that a suitably qualified specialist would be appointed to identify 

threatened and protected species prior to construction and would oversee their 

rescue and relocation; that a permit from Cape Nature for the removal and 

destruction of species would occur; trapping, collecting and hunting offauna would 

be prohibited; and that vegetation clearance would be limited to a minimum. On 

this basis the Minister was satisfied that "the predicted impacts on terrestrial 

27 Paragraph 1.11 .28, NEMA Appeal Decision. 
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ecology are rated as medium during construction, very low to medium during 

operations, and insignificant during closure"28 . 

86. The same Minister in the section 24G appeal decision (a copy of which is annexed 

marked "RAS") once again dismissed the CER's concern with the activities taking 

place in a CBA. This despite the CER making the point (again) that although the 

activities for which rectification under section 24G were being applied were not the 

same as those for which the IEA had been applied for, they nevertheless occur in 

the "same area". 

87. In dismissing this ground of appeal, the Minister indicated that she was satisfied 

that the loss of vegetation and species of conservation concern would have a low 

significance;29 a disturbance to fauna and loss of habitat was assessed to be of 

low significance;30 and she was therefore satisfied that biodiversity importance 

or sensitivity of the area was adequately assessed and where necessary, 

appropriately mitigated.31 

88. CER has failed to place any additional grounds or evidence in its appeal to justify 

a different outcome to its submissions. The ground of appeal based on CBAs 

accordingly falls to be rejected. 

Important Ecological Corridor: Namaqualand Strandveld32 

89. CER's next argument relates specifically to the Namaqualand Strandveld. CER 

submits that "the dominant vegetation type on site is Namaqualand Strandveld, 

which has little formal protection and is steadily declining.".33 

28 Paragraph 1.11.29, NEMA Appeal Decision. 
29 Paragraph 2.25. 
30 Paragraph 2.26. 
31 Paragraph 2.27. 
32 Appeal, para 94 and following. 
33 Appeal, para 94. 
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90. This issue is really an extension of the CBA issue, but focuses in on what the CER 

argues is a decreasing area of the dominant vegetation type, Namaqualand 

Strandveld. As the Rights Holders understand CER's point, CER feels that the 

affected mining area forms part of an "important ecological corridor' and that 

mining in the corridor should be prohibited. They make the statement that Cape 

Nature determined in 2016 that the remaining extent of Namaqualand Strandveld 

had decreased by more than 20% over a 5 year period. 

91. Once again this issue was raised by CER in the environmental authorisation 

objection, and dealt with by the DMR (at first instance) and the Minister for the 

environment on appeal. 

92. The Minister in her NEMA appeal decision was satisfied that the terrestrial ecology 

specialist had recommended a revision of plant infrastructure to avoid portions of 

the ecological corridor between the infrastructure and the eastern fence line and 

that his advice was accepted and the layout was revised as a result. 34 

93. CER has placed no new evidence or arguments before the Minister in this appeal 

which would justify a different finding on the issue, and this ground of appeal falls 

to be rejected. 

Globally Recognised Terrestrial Biodiversity Hotspot 

94. CER's next two arguments, namely "Globally Recognised Terrestrial Biodiversity 

Hotspots" and "Biodiversity Priority Areas" are new issues not previously raised by 

CER (or any other stakeholder) during the EIA process, nor in the appeals to the 

granting of the environmental authorisation (CER comments submitted throughout 

the EIA process are reflected in the Issues and Responses Summary from p81 

onwards). 

34 Paragraph 1.11.19. 
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95. In relation to the "globally recognised terrestrial biodiversity hotspot' argument35 , 

CER simply makes a statement that the expanded mining areas fall within one of 

34 globally recognised hotspots (the entire ground of appeal is only one paragraph 

long). No other information is provided by CER and the relevance of the ground 

of appeal is not explained by them. It is not suggested that the designation as a 

"globally recognised terrestrial biodiversity hotspot' is a legally binding one ( or 

where such designation originated from). 

96. In any event, this factor was taken into account by the Rights Holders' expert in 

the specialist ecological report filed in the environmental authorisation application. 

The specialist in question, Simon Todd, is an experienced terrestrial ecologist, 

expected to be aware, and take account, of pertinent information. The specialist 

report records that a thorough literature review of relevant national, regional and 

local documents was undertaken. Being aware of relevant biodiversity data, the 

specialist proceeded to conduct the Terrestrial Ecological Specialist Study ("TERS 

Report'), a copy of which is annexed marked "RA6". 

97. The study recognises that the Succulent Karoo is a global biodiversity hotspot (see 

p13). The study then considered the site-specific characteristics and its context in 

relation to the proposed project and arrived at the conclusions specified in the 

impact assessment (p38-47) and Key Findings (p50). 

98. The "Key Findings" from the TERS Report in this respect are that: 

98.1. The vegetation of the affected areas was not distinct from adjacent 

areas, indicating that it is not unique and that the affected habitat is 

more widely available outside of the affected area. 

35 Para 96. 
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98.2. Although, the development poses a potential threat to the functioning of the 

affected CBAs, both in terms of a direct impact on species diversity 

(biodiversity pattern) as well as on broadscale ecological processes 

(biodiversity process), based on the current development footprint, impacts 

are however expected to be moderate and are to a large degree 

contingent on effective rehabilitation of the affected areas after 

mining. The current project footprint is not likely to generate highly 

significant impacts after rehabilitation. 

99. In other words, Todd found, and the Minister accepted for the purposes of the 

environmental authorisation, that while there may be an adverse 

ecological/biodiversity impact, with rehabilitation the impact is not rated of very 

high significance nor a fatal flaw. 

100. Once again, CER has produced no additional evidence or argument (let alone 

expert evidence) to gainsay these findings. 

Biodiversity Priority Area 

101. Finally, under its third appeal ground, CER contends that the expanded mining 

area falls within a Category B area as determined in the 2013 Mining And 

Biodiversity Guideline: Mainstreaming Biodiversity Into The Mining Sector, which 

areas are viewed as being necessary to protect biodiversity. CER claims that the 

DMR's section 102 decision was therefore flawed because "essential information 

relation (sic) to the areas does not appear to have been taken into accounf'.36 A 

copy of the Guideline is annexed marked "RA7". 

102. CER's argument is flawed in two respects: 

36 Appeal, para 98. 
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102.1. First, CER is incorrect in its assertion that the Guideline prohibits mining 

in a "Category B" area; and 

102.2. Secondly, and in any event, the Guideline was considered by the Minister 

in the environmental approval process, and it was found that the 

Guideline did not prohibit the mining expansion at issue. 

103. Even assuming that the mine does fall within a Category B area, the Guideline 

does not preclude mining in Category B areas. The implications of considering 

mining in Category B areas, as listed in Table 1 are that environmental screening, 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) and their associated specialist studies 

should focus on confirming the presence and significance of these biodiversity 

features, and to provide site-specific basis on which to apply the mitigation 

hierarchy to inform regulatory decision-making for mining, water use licences, 

and environmental authorisations. If these biodiversity are confirmed, the 

likelihood of a fatal flaw for new mining projects is very high because of the 

significance of the biodiversity features in these areas and the associated 

ecosystem services. These areas are viewed as necessary to ensure protection 

of biodiversity, environmental sustainability, and human well-being. 

104. The Guideline suggests that an EIA should therefore include the strategic 

assessment of optimum, sustainable land use for a particular area and will 

determine the significance of the impact on biodiversity. This assessment should 

fully take into account the environmental sensitivity of the area, the overall 

environmental and socio-economic costs and benefits of mining, as well as the 

potential strategic importance of the minerals to the country. 

105. If granted, the authorisation may set limits on allowed activities and impacts, and 

may specify biodiversity offsets that would be written into licence agreements 

and/or authorisations. 
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106. In compliance with the Guideline, as well as other guidelines and legal 

requirements, a comprehensive EIA was conducted by the Rights Holders, 

including relevant specialist studies such as a freshwater ecology, terrestrial 

ecology and socio-economic impact assessments, which considered the regional 

context and the site- and project-specific characteristics. 

107. This aspect was specifically considered by the Minister in the environmental 

authorisation process and the following is recorded in the Minister's NEMA 

appeal decision37: 

"The DMR submits that the Mining and Biodiversity Guidelines 

recognised that mineral resources will lie in areas of high biodiversity 

importance and in such instance, the guideline proposes the (sic) 

certain factors be considered. The DMR goes further to list these 

factors and provides that it was satisfied that destruction of 

critical biodiversity areas (CBA)/species of conservation 

concern (SCC) will be moderate to low, and very low, thus 

making the project sustainable". 

108. The Minister further records the following in her decision38: 

"Once again the DMR reiterates that the Mining and Biodiversity 

Guideline was developed to guide the industry (both conservation and 

mining) and Government on how to approach such CBAs. As such, 

the DMR submits that following the guideline, they evaluated the 

information presented and decided to grant the /EA taking into 

account the following issues: 

37 Paragraph 1.11.23. 
38 Paragraph 1.11.24. 
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presence of SCC (low abundance of SCC), vegetation diversity 

(moderate and it is not unique); 

impacts of to CBA (sic) after mitigation measures (moderate to 

very low), connectivity/corridor (mitigation measures deemed 

sufficient particularly given · the resident mammalian fauna 

appear to be tolerant of the current mining activities on Geelwal 

Karoo 262 and did not avoid the plant and haul roads to 

significant degree); 

site specific conditions ( approval needed from Cape Nature to 

remove/disturb SCC if not granted that implies safety distance 

will be managed), site specific condition (search and rescue of 

SCC prior to commencement of activities) and likelihood of fatal 

flaw (no fatal flaw identified). 

109. In the premises, there is no merit to CER's submission that this relevant factor 

was not taken into account. 

CONCLUSION: APPROPRIATE BALANCE STRUCK 

110. For all of these reasons, the Rights Holders seek the dismissal of the Appeal. 

111. Finally, and in conclusion, I wish to emphasise that the IEA, EMPr and 

rehabilitation plan all contain onerous mitigation measures which are required to 

be undertaken by the Rights Holders - and with which the Rights Holders have 

undertaken to comply. 

112. These are reflected in: 

112.1. the Impact Assessment (see ratings tables in section 2. 7 of EIA Report 

Appendix 1 0); 

112.2. the EIA Report (see p173-177); and 
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112.3. the EM Pr (EIA Report p197 onwards - mitigation measures in the EM Pr 

are grouped by Aspect). 

113. A copy of the relevant portions of each of these documents is annexed marked 

"RAS", "RA9" and "RA10" respectively. 

114. The Minister was satisfied that, if implemented, these mitigation measures 

together with the rehabilitation of the area in question, will appropriately protect 

the environment. 39 

115. There is, with respect, no basis on which to second-guess this decision. 

116. For all the reasons set out above, I submit that the section 102 amendment was 

properly sought and properly granted, and that the appeal 

THUS SIGNED AND SWORN TO at U.f\i\\-\\,\f\1--Jby'\- on this 90 day of 

2020 the deponent having acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents 

of this affidavit, that he has no objection to taking the prescribed oath, that the oath 

which the deponent has taken in respect thereof is binding on his conscience, and that 

the contents of this affidavit are both true and correct. 

39 Paragraph 1.11.28, NEMA Appeal Decision. 
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